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1. Introduction
Liquid crystal suspensions including variousmicro- and nano-colloidal particles have recently
been received great attention for many practical applications such as nanosensors and devices,
etc. When large colloidal particles of micronscale are dispersed in a uniform nematic
liquid crystal phase, the colloidal particles disturb a long-range orientational order of the
nematic phase. For a strong anchoring between the colloidal surface and a liquid crystal,
different defect structures such as hedgehogs or Saturn rings can appear around a single
colloidal particle, due to strong director deformations.(Fukuda, 2009; Skarabot et.al., 2008;
Stark, 2001) Experiments have also shown two-dimensional crystalline structures of colloidal
particles.(Loudet et. al., 2004; Musevic et. al., 2006; Nazarenko et. al., 2001; Pouling et.al., 1997;
Yada et. al., 2004; Zapotocky et.al., 1999) On the other hand, under a weak surface anchoring
between the colloidal surface and a liquid crystal, the coupling to the orientational elasticity
of the liquid crystals tends to expel the colloidal particles and the suspension shows a phase
separation into an almost pure nematic phase coexisting with a colloidal rich phase.(Anderson
et.al., 2001; Pouling et. al., 1994) Such phase separations induced by a nematic ordering have
also been discussed in flexible polymers dispersed in a nematic liquid crystal.(Chiu & Kyu,
1999; Das & Ray, 2005; Dubaut et.al., 1980; Matsuyama & Kato, 1996; Shen & Kyu, 1995)
If the colloidal particles are ∼1-10nm in diameter, these "nanoparticles" are too small to
distort the nematic director and defects do not form. In this case, the system can show a
homogeneous single phase or phase separations,(Anderson et.al., 2001; Anderson & Terentjev,
2001; Caggioni et. al., 2005; Meeker et. al., 2000; Yamamoto & Tanaka, 2001) depending on
the interaction between a colloidal particle and a liquid crystal. Although the theoretical
progress on the description of a director around colloidal particles with strong anchoring
conditions has been noticeable,(Araki & Tanaka, 2004; Fukuda & Yokoyama, 2005; Kuksenok
et.al., 1996; Lubensky et. al., 1998; Yamamoto, 2001) little theoretical work exists in phase
separations.(Popa-Nita et. al., 2006; Pouling et. al., 1994)
In this chapter, we focus on nanoparticles dispersed in liquid crystals and discuss phase
separations and phase behaviors in mixtures of a nanoparticle and a liquid crystal. It is mainly
based on authors’ original theoretical works obtained within recent years. The nanoparticles
have a variety in the shape such as spherical and rodlike. In this chapter, we focus on (1)
mixtures of a liquid crystal and a spherical nanoparticle and (2) mixtures of a liquid crystal
and a rodlike nanoparticle, such as carbon nanotube. The topics are currently interested in the
advanced fields of nanoparticles and fundamental sciences.
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When the nanoparticles are dispersed in isotropic solvents, the system may show phase
separations, or sodification, between a liquid and a crystalline phase, depending on
temperature and concentration, etc. These phase separations are induced by a balance
between steric repulsions and attractive dispersion forces. However, the nature of phase
separations of nanoparticles dispersed in liquid crystalline solvents is quite difference. The
key point is ordering of nanoparticles induced by liquid crystalline ordering. Depending
on the interaction between nanoparticles and liquid crystals, we have a variety of phase
separations.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce such a new kind of phase separations. We review
recent mean field theories to describe phase separations (or phase diagrams) in mixtures of
a nanoparticle and a liquid crystal and summarize the variety of phase separations in such
nanoparticle dispersions, where liquid crystalline ordering (nematic and smectic A phases)
and nanoparticle ordering compete. In Section 2, We discuss spherical nanoparticles dispersed
in liquid crystals. Nanotubes dispersed in liquid crystals are discussed in Section 3. The
effects of external forces, such as magnetic and electric fields, on the phase behaviors are also
discussed in Section 3.
2. Spherical nanoparticles dispersed in liquid crystals
2.1 Ferroelectric nanoparticles dispersed in nematic liquid crystals
Small nanoparticles do not significantly perturb the nematic director. However, it has
been recently discovered that ferroelectric nanoparticles can greatly enhance the physical
properties of nematic liquid crystals. Recent experimental(Copic et.al., 2007; Li et. al., 2006)
and theoretical(Kralj et.al., 2008; Lopatina & Selinger, 2009) studies have shown that low
concentrations of ferroelectric nanoparticles (BaTiO3) increase the orientational order of a
liquid crystal and increase the nematic-isotropic transition temperature, due to the coupling
between the ferroelectric nanoparticle with electric dipole moment and the orientational order
of liquid crystals.(Lopatina & Selinger, 2009)
Fig. 1. Nanoparticles dispersed in liquid crystal. (a) Nanoparticle with no electric dipole
moment, in an isotropic phase. (b) Ferroelectric particle with dipole moment, which produces
an electric field that interacts with orientational order of the nematic phase. Reproduced with
permission from (Lopatina & Selinger, 2009) . Copyright 2009 American Physical Society.
As shown in Fig. 1, the orientational distribution of the nanoparticle dipole moment interacts
with the orientational order of liquid crystals and stabilizes the nematic phase. The electric
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field generated by the nanoparticle interacts with the order parameter of the liquid crystal
through the free energy
Fint = − ∆ǫρNP p
2
180πǫ0ǫ2R3
SLCSNP, (1)
where ∆ǫ is the dielectric anisotropy of the aligned liquid crystal, ρNP is the number density of
nanoparticles, and p is the electric dipole moment, SLC (SNP) is the scalar orientational order
parameters of the liquid crystals (nanoparticles). This free energy can predict the enhancement
in the isotropic-nematic transition temperature and in the response to an applied electric field.
The attractive interaction between the liquid crystal and the nanoparticle through the order
parameters is important to understand the phase behaviors. The next section we consider the
free energy to describe the phase separations.
2.2 Phase ordering in mixtures of a spherical nanoparticle and a liquid crystal
We consider mixtures of a spherical nanoparticle and a liquid crystal. By taking into account
the ordering of liquid crystals and nanoparticles, we can expect six possible phases in this
mixture. Figure 2 shows the schematically illustrated six phases. The isotropic (I) phase
means both liquid crystals and nanoparticles have no positional and orientational order. In
the nematic (N) phase, liquid crystals have an orientational order, while nanoparticles have no
positional order. Similarly, in the smectic A (A) phase, liquid crystals have a smectic A order,
while nanoparticles have no positional order. When the concentration of nanoparticles is high,
we may have a crystalline (C) phase of nanoparticles dispersed in an isotopic matrix of liquid
crystals. We can also expect a nematic-crystal (NC) phase and a smectic A-crystal (AC) phase,
where nanoparticles form a crystalline structure dispersed in a nematic and a smectic A matrix
of liquid crystals. To describe these phases, depending on temperature and concentration,
we take into account three scalar order parameters: an orientational order parameter for a
nematic phase, one-dimensional translational order parameter for a smectic A phase, and a
translational order parameter for a crystalline phase of nanoparticles.
2.3 Free energy of mixtures of a spherical nanoparticle and a liquid crystal
We consider a binary mixture of Nc spherical nano-colloidal particles of the diameter Rc
and Nr low-molecular weight liquid crystal molecules (liquid crystals) of the length l and
the diameter d. The volume of the liquid crystal and that of the nanoparticle are given by
vr = (π/4)d2l and vc = (π/6)R3c , respectively. Let ρr(u, r) and ρc(r) be the number density
of liquid crystals and colloidal particles with an orientation u (or its solid angle Ω) at a position
r, respectively. The free energy F of the dispersion at the level of second virial approximation
is given by(Matsuyama & Hirashima, 2008a; Matsuyama, 2010a)
βF/V =
∫
ρr(r,u)
[
βμ◦r + ln ρr(r,u)− 1
]
drdΩ
+
∫
ρc(r)
[
βμ◦c + ln ρc(r)− 1
]
dr
+
1
2
∫ ∫
ρr(r,u)ρr(r
′,u′)βrr(r,u; r′,u′)drdΩdr′dΩ′,
+
1
2
∫ ∫
ρc(r)ρc(r
′)βcc(r; r′)drdr′,
+
∫ ∫
ρc(r)ρr(r
′,u′)βcr(r; r′,u′)drdr′dΩ′, (2)
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Fig. 2. Ordering of nanoparticles dispersed in liquid crystals. We here take into account three
scalar order parameters: an orientational order parameter for a nematic phase,
one-dimensional translational order parameter for a smectic A phase, and a translational
order parameter for a crystalline phase of nanoparticles.
where dΩ is the solid angle, μ◦i is the standard chemical potential of a particle i, j(= r, c),
β ≡ 1/kBT; T is the absolute temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, βij ≡ 1− exp[−βuij]
is the Mayer-Mayer function, and uij is the interaction energy between two particles i and j.
Let fr(r,u) be the distribution function of liquid crystals and then the density can be expressed
as
ρr(r,u) = cr fr(r,u), (3)
where cr ≡ Nr/V is the average number density of liquid crystals. We here consider a nematic
and a smectic A phase of liquid crystals and use the decoupled approximation(Kventsel et.al.,
1985) for the distribution function:
fr(r,u) = fr(z˜r) fr(u), (4)
where z˜r ≡ z/l, l is the average distance between smectic layers, fr(z˜r) is the translational
distribution function of liquid crystals for a smectic A phase, and fr(u) is the orientational
distribution function of liquid crystals for a nematic phase. Similarly, using the translational
distribution function fc(r) of nanoparticles, the density of nanoparticles can be expressed as
ρc(r) = cc fc(r), (5)
where cc ≡ Nc/V is the average density of nanoparticles. The total number Nr of liquid
crystals and Nc of nanoparticles must be conserved and then we have the normalization
conditions: ∫ ∫
ρr(r,u)drdΩ = Nr/V, (6)
and ∫
ρc(r)dr = Nc/V. (7)
244 Smart Nanoparticles Technology
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The orientational order parameter S of a nematic phase is given by(Maier & Saupe, 1958)
S =
∫
P2(cos θ) fr(θ)dΩ, (8)
where P2(cos θ) ≡ 3(cos2 θ − 1/3)/2. The translational order parameter σs of a smectic A
phase is given by(McMillan, 1971)
σs =
∫ 1
0
cos(2πz˜r) fr(z˜r)dz˜r. (9)
In the McMillan’s model,(McMillan, 1971) the order parameter for the smectic A phase is
given by 〈P2(cos(θ)) cos(2πz˜r)〉. In Eq. (4), we have used the decoupled approximation:
〈P2(cos(θ)) cos(2πz˜r)〉 = Sσs. It has been reported that the decoupledmodel for the smectic A
phase is in quantitative agreement with the original McMillan’s theory.(Kventsel et.al., 1985)
In the decoupled model, the smectic A phase is defined by S = 0 and σs > 0.
For a crystalline phase, we here consider a face-centered cubic (fcc) structure of nanoparticles
for example. The translational order parameter for a fcc crystalline phase can be calculated
by(Kirkwood & Monroe, 1941)
σf =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
cos(2πx˜) cos(2πy˜) cos(2πz˜) fc(r˜)dr˜, (10)
where L is the lattice size of a fcc crystal and we define x˜ ≡ x/L, y˜ ≡ y/L, z˜ ≡ z/L, and
dr˜ ≡ dx˜dy˜dz˜. It is possible to consider the other crystalline structure such as a body-centered
cubic and a simple cubic, etc.(Matsuyama, 2006a;b)
When the interaction between liquid crystals is a short-range attractive interaction,
the anisotropic part of the interaction can be given by Fourier components of the
potential:(McMillan, 1971)
βrr ≃ −(vr l/d)νS
(
1+ γσs cos(2πz/l)
)
P2(cos θ) (11)
where we have retained the lowest order of the Fourier components. The ν(≡ Ua/kBT) is the
orientational dependent (Maier-Saupe) interaction parameter between liquid crystals(Maier
& Saupe, 1958) and the γ shows the dimensionless interaction of a smectic phase(Matsuyama
& Kato, 1998; McMillan, 1971). According to the McMillan theory, the parameter γ is given
by γ = 2 exp[−(r0/l)2], which can vary between 0 and 2, and increases with increasing the
chain length of alkyl end-chains of a liquid crystal. The smectic condensation is more favored
for larger values of γ. For the anisotropic interaction between nanoparticles in a fcc crystalline
phase, the anisotropic part of the interaction can be given by expanding βcc at the lowest order
of the Fourier components:(Kirkwood & Monroe, 1941)
βcc ≃ −(vcRc/d)gσf cos(2πx˜) cos(2πy˜) cos(2πz˜), (12)
where the coefficient βcc is proportional to the total surface area (vcRc) of two particles.
The parameter g(≡ −β f0) is the dimensionless interaction parameter between nanoparticles,
where the interaction energy f0 consists of an entropic and enthalpic terms. In this paper, we
only consider short-range interactions between particles. The long-range interaction, due to
24has  Separations in Mixtur s of a Nanoparticle and a Liquid Crystal
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the presence of surface charges, is not taken into account. Similarly to Eq. (11), the anisotropic
interaction between a nanoparticle and a liquid crystal in a nematic and a smecticA phase is
given by
βcr ≃ 1
2
(vcl/Rc)ωS
(
1+ω1σs cos(2πz/l)
)
P2(cos θ), (13)
where βcr is proportional to the surface area (vc/Rc) of a nanoparticle(Stark, 1999). The ω ≡
w0/kBT shows the dimensionless interaction parameter between a liquid crystal and a particle
surface. When ω > 0, or repulsive interaction between a liquid crystal and a nanoparticle,
doping nanoparticles disturb the orientational ordering of liquid crystals, or the orientational
elasticity of the liquid crystals tends to expel the particles to be lower the elastic free energy
of a nematic phase(Pouling et. al., 1994). In the mean field level, the elastic distortion cost of
a director is taken into account in the order of ωS2. The negative values of ω(< 0) indicate
the attractive interactions between a liquid crystal and a nanoparticle and the particles tend
to disperse into a liquid crystalline matrix as indicated in Fig. 1. The last term ω1(> 0) is the
coupling between a smectic liquid crystal and a colloidal surface.
We here assume the system is incompressible. Let φr = vr Nr/V and φc = vc Nc/V be the
volume fraction of a liquid crystal and a nano-colloidal particle, respectively. Using the axial
ratio nr(≡ l/d) of a liquid crystal and nc ≡ Rc/d, the volume of a particle is given by vr =
a3nr and vr ≃ (anc)3, where we define a3 ≡ (π/4)d3. To describe phase behaviors of the
incompressible blends, we calculate the free energy of mixing for the binary mixtures of a
liquid crystal and a nanoparticle:
∆F = F(Nc, Nr)− F(Nc, 0)− F(0, Nr), (14)
where the F(Nc, 0) and F(0, Nr) are the reference free energy of the pure nanoparticles and the
pure liquid crystal in an isotropic phase, respectively. Substituting Eqs. (11)-(13) into (14), the
mixing free energy is given by
∆F = Fmix + Fc + Fnem + Fsm + Fanc, (15)
where the each term is given as following.
The first term in Eq. (15) shows the free energy for mixing of colloids and liquid crystals in the
isotropic phase:
a3βFmix/V =
φr
nr
ln φp +
φc
n3c
ln φc + χηcφr, (16)
where the first and the second terms in Eq. (16) correspond to the entropy of isotropic mixing
for liquid crystals and colloidal particles, respectively. We here have added the third term
which shows the isotropic interaction parameter χ ≡ U0/kBT related to the dispersion
force between a colloidal particle and a liquid crystal, where U0 is the interaction energy
between a colloid and a liquid crystal in an isotropic state. A positive χ denotes that the
colloid-liquid crystal contacts are less favored compared with the colloid-colloid and liquid
crystal-liquid crystal contacts. This interaction parameter is well known as the Flory-Huggins
parameter in polymer solutions.(Flory, 1953) For a colloidal particle, its surface only can
interact with the surrounding solvents and so the probability for the colloid-liquid crystal
contact is proportional to ηcφr, where the ηc is the surface fraction of colloidal particles and is
246 Smart Nanoparticles Technology
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given by
ηc ≡ a
2n3c Nc
a2(nr Nr + n3c Nc)
=
φc
nc
. (17)
Then the dispersion interaction due to the mixing is given by χηcφr. On increasing the
diameter nc of a colloid, the interaction term decreases with a fixed φc. Eq. (16) corresponds to
the extended Flory-Huggins free energy for the isotropic mixtures of a liquid crystal, whose
the number of segments is nr, and a colloidal particle, whose the number of segments is
n3c . The second term in Eq. (15) shows the free energy for a crystalline ordering of colloidal
particles:
a3βFc/V =
φc
n3c
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
f (r˜) ln f (r˜)dr˜
−1
2
gη2c σ
2
f , (18)
where the first term in Eq. (18) shows the entropy loss due to the crystalline ordering. When
the colloidal particles have no positional order, we have the distribution function f (r˜) = 1
and the free energy (Fc) becomes zero. The third term in Eq. (15) shows the free energy for
nematic ordering of liquid crystals:
a3βFnem/V =
φr
nr
∫
fr(θ) ln 4π fr(θ)dΩ
−1
2
νφ2r S
2, (19)
where the first term in Eq. (19) shows the entropy change due to the nematic ordering. The
forth term in Eq. (15) shows the free energy for smectic A ordering of liquid crystals:
a3βFsm/V =
φr
nr
∫ 1
0
fr(z˜r) ln fr(z˜r)dz˜r
−1
2
νγφ2r (Sσs)
2. (20)
The last term in Eq. (15) shows the anchoring interaction between a colloidal surface and a
liquid crystal:
a3βFanc/V =
ω
2
ηcφr
(
S2 +ω1(Sσs)
2
)
. (21)
In a thermal equilibrium state, the distribution functions of nanoparticles and liquid
crystals are determined by minimizing the free energy (15) with respect to these functions:
(δF/δ fc(r˜)){ fr(θ), fr(z˜r)} = 0, (δF/δ fr(θ)){ fc(r˜), fr(z˜r)} = 0, and (δF/δ fz(z˜r)){ fc(r˜), fr(θ)} = 0. The
order parameters S, σs, and σf can be determined by Eqs. (8), (9), and (10), respectively. Using
these distribution functions and order parameters, we can calculate the free energy of our
systems. The chemical potentials of a nanoparticle and a liquid crystal can be obtained from
this free energy.
24has  Separations in Mixtur s of a Nanoparticle and a Liquid Crystal
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2.4 Phase transitions in nanoparticle/liquid crystal mixtures
In a mixture of a nanoparticle and a liquid crystal, we have some phase transitions, depending
on temperature and concentration(Matsuyama, 2009).
One is the nematic-isotropic phase transition of this mixture. The nematic-isotropic transition
(NIT) temperature is given by
τNI = T/T
◦
NI = 1− (1+ αa/nc)φc, (22)
where T◦NI shows the NIT temperature of a pure liquid crystal. We here define the ratio αa
between the anchoring strength (w) and the nematic interaction (ν):
αa ≡ w/ν. (23)
The value of αa shows the anchoring strength. The negative sign represents attractive
interaction between a nanoparticle and a liquid crystal and thus the nanoparticles tend to
disperse in a liquid crystalline matrix. On the other hand, the positive sign represents the
repulsive interaction and the liquid crystals tend to expel the nanoparticles. The slope of the
NIT line on the T − φc plane depends on the value of αa/nc.
The smectic A−nematic phase transition (ANT) is given by
τAN = T/T
◦
NI = 2.27γ
[
1− (1+ ω1αa
ncγ
)φc
]
S2. (24)
Since γ > 0 and ω1 > 0, the ANT temperature depends on the sign of αa. For larger negative
values of αa, the ANT temperature increases with increasing φc. It can also be obtained the
direct phase transition from an isotropic to a smectic A phase(Matsuyama, 2009).
We also have the isotropic fluid-crystal phase transition (ICT). The ICT temperature is given
by
τIC = T/T
◦
NI =
0.58αcncφc
nr(1− φc/φ∗c ) , (25)
where
αc ≡ β|e0|/ν, (26)
shows the strength of the attractive interaction between nanoparticles compared to the
nematic interaction parameter ν. When τ < τIC the crystalline phase is stable. The
ICT temperature increases with increasing φc and diverges at φ
∗
c . This corresponds to the
entropically driven-liquid-solid transition for hard spherical particles due to the excluded
volume interactions.(Alder & Wainwright, 1957; Cates & Evans, 2000)
Figure 3(a) shows the first-order phase transition lines for NIT (red dotted-line, Eq. (22)), ANT
(blue dotted-line, Eq. (24)), and ICT (black dotted-line, Eq. (25)) on the reduced temperature
(T/T◦NI)−concentration (φc) plane. We set nc = 3, nr = 2, αc=0.1, αa = −2.5, αn(≡ ν/χ)=5,
γ = 0.87, ω1 = 1 for a typical example. When φc = 0, or pure liquid crystals, the ANT
appears at T/T◦NI ≈ 0.938, which is consistent with the result of theMacMillan theory. At high
temperatures and low concentrations, we have the isotropic (I) liquid phase. On decreasing
temperature, the N phase appears, where nanoparticles are in an isotropic liquid state but
liquid crystals are in a nematic state. Further decreasing temperature the smectic A phase
248 Smart Nanoparticles Technology
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3. (a) The first-order phase transition lines (the red dotted-line for NIT (Eq. (22)), the blue
dotted-line for ANT (Eq. (24)), and the black dotted-line for ICT (Eq. (25))) on the reduced
temperature (T/T◦NI)−concentration (φc) plane. (b) Order parameters plotted against the
volume fraction of colloidal particles at T/T◦NI=0.92 in Fig. 3(a).
appears, where nanoparticles are in an isotropic liquid state but liquid crystals are in a smectic
A phase. At high temperatures and high concentrations, we have the crystalline (C) phase
of colloidal particles. On decreasing temperature, the NC phase appears, where colloidal
particles are in a crystalline state and liquid crystals are in a nematic state. Further decreasing
temperature the AC phase appears, where colloidal particles are in a crystalline state and
liquid crystals are in a smectic A phase. The slope of the transition lines depends on the
anchoring energy (αa) as discussed in Eq. (23). For larger negative values of αa, the slopes
of the NIT and ANT lines become positive on the temperature-concentration plane and the
nematic and smectic A phase appear at higher temperatures.
Figure 3(b) shows order parameters plotted against the volume fraction φc at T/T
◦
NI = 0.92
in Fig. 3(a). On increasing φc, we find the first-order phase transition from the smectic A to
nematic (N) phase at φc ≃ 0.2, where the order parameters S and σs jump. At φc ≃ 0.5,
the first-order phase transition from the N to NC phase appears. Further increasing φc the
first-order phase transition from the NC to C phase appears at φc ≃ 0.55.
2.5 Phase diagrams of nanoparticle/liquid crystal mixtures
In this subsection we show some phase diagrams calculated from the free energy(15). The
coexistence curve (binodal) can be obtained by solving the two-phase coexistence conditions:
the chemical potentials of each component are equal in each phase. This binodal curve can
also be derived by a double tangent method where the equilibrium volume fractions fall on
the same tangent line to the free energy curve.
Figure 4 shows the phase diagrams for nr = 2, nc = 3, ω1 = 1, αc = 0.1, αn = 5, and
γ = 0.87 for an example. The value of αa is changed: (a) αa = 1; (b) αa = −2; (c) αa = −3.5.
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We here discuss the effects of the anchoring strength αa on the phase behavior. The negative
values of αa mean that the nanoparticles prefer to disperse into liquid crystalline phases. The
solid curve shows the binodal curve. The red, blue, and black dotted lines show the NIT,
ANT, and ICT line, respectively (see Fig. 3(a)). When φc = 0, the smectic A phase appears at
T/T◦NI = 0.94. When αa = 1 [Fig. 4(a)], we have the broad nematic-isotropic (N + I) phase
separation between 1 > T/T◦NI > 0.94. Below T/T
◦
NI < 0.94, we have the smectic A-isotropic
(A+ I) phase separation. The nematic and smectic A phase at the lower concentrations consist
of almost pure liquid crystals. The triple point (A + I + C) appears at T/T◦NI = 0.89, where
the smectic A, isotropic, and crystalline phases can simultaneously coexist. Below the triple
point, we have the two-phase coexistence (A+C) between a smectic A and a crystalline phase.
Above the triple point, two-phase coexistence (I + C) between an isotropic and a crystalline
phase appears.
On decreasing the anchoring parameter αa the phase behavior is drastically changed. When
αa = −2 [Fig. 4(b)], the NIT (Eq. (22)) and ANT (Eq. (24)) lines shift to higher concentrations
and the stable single N and A phases appear at low concentrations of nanoparticles. Two tie
lines with arrows show the three-phase coexistence: A + N + I and A + I + C. Above the
triple point A + N + I, we have two-phase coexistence A + N and N + I. Below the triple
point A + N + I, we have A+I phase separation. Below the triple point A + I + C, we have
the broad A+C phase separation.
Further decreasing αa, Fig. 4(c), the nematic and smectic A ordering are promoted by adding
nanoparticles and the NIT and ANT lines shift to higher temperatures. This increase of the
NIT and ANT temperature indicates the attractive interactions between a liquid crystal and
a colloidal particle. For example, it has been observed that doping low concentrations of
ferroelectric BaTiO3 nanoparticles into liquid crystals increases NIT temperature(Li et. al.,
2006a). In this case, ferroelectric nanoparticle with electric dipole moment, which produces
an electric field, interacts with orientational order of liquid crystals and stabilizes the nematic
phase.(Lopatina & Selinger, 2009) This corresponds to negative anchoring energy in our
model. We also have three triple points: I + C + NC, N + NC + AC, and N + A + AC. Above
the I + C + NC triple point, we have the I + C and C + NC phase separations. Below the
I + C + NC triple point, the I + NC and NC + AC phase separations appear. Below the triple
point N + NC + AC, we have the I + N and N + AC phase separations. Below the triple point
N + A + AC we have N + A and A + AC phase separations. The anchoring energy between
liquid crystals and nanoparticles becomes an important parameter to derive a stable N, A,
NC, and AC phases in the mixture of nanoparticles and liquid crystals.
Anderson et al. have observed the phase ordering of colloidal (PMMA) particles dispersed in
a liquid crystal, 5CB or MBBA.(Anderson et.al., 2001) Particles are covered with chemically
grafted short chains, making hairy particles. In a nematic phase, the grafted chains
tend to provide a homeotropic (radial) director anchoring. In an isotropic liquid, these
particles behave like almost hard spheres and so the I + C phase separation takes place at
high concentrations of the colloidal particles. Such I + C phase separation, calculated in
Fig. 4, has been observed in colloidal dispersions(Pusey & van Megen, 1986) and protein
solutions(Tanaka et. al, 2020). At dilute concentrations of the colloidal particles, Anderson
et al. observed a decrease in the NIT temperature TNI as a function of φc, which follows a
linear law. This is consistent with Eq. (22). The N+I and N+C phase separations have also
been reported in Latex polyballs suspended in an isotropic micellar solution which exhibits
250 Smart Nanoparticles Technology
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 4. Phase diagrams for αc = 0.1, αn = 5, γ = 0.87. The value of αa is changed: (a) αa = 1;
(b) αa = −2; (c) αa = −3.5.
a nematic phase at low temperature.(Pouling et. al., 1994) The observed phase diagram are
qualitatively consistent with Fig. 4(a).
The binodal lines calculated at high concentrations of nanoparticles may not be
experimentally observed because of high viscosity, however, it is important to understand
the phase ordering kinetics(Matsuyama et .al., 2000; Matsuyama, 2008b). The cooperative
phenomena between liquid crystalline ordering and crystalline ordering induce a variety of
phase separations.
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3. Nanotubes dispersed in liquid crystals
Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)(Iijima, 1991), extensive studies of physical
and chemical properties of CNTs have been received great attention for many practical
applications such as nano-sensors and devices. Windle’s group first reported the nematic
liquid crystalline behavior of an aqueous suspension of CNTs above a certain concentration
and the isotropic-nematic phase separations.(Shaffer & Windle, 1999; Song et. al., 2003). Long
nanotubes segregate preferentially to the liquid crystalline phase, whereas shorter nanotubes
segregate preferentially to the isotropic phase(Zhang et.al., 2006). Recently such nanotubes as
liquid crystalline materials become an important to be used in biological applications such as
biosensors, biology imaging, artificial muscles, gene delivery, etc(Woltman et al., 2007).
In order to prepare CNT dispersions, strong van der Waals attractions between nanotubes
must be screen out. To do this, the surface of nanotubes can be modified by acid oxidation,
acid protonation, polymer or surfactant wrapping, etc.(Zhang & Kumar, 2008). For example,
a water-soluble polymer, biopolymers such as DNA, and surfactant molecules have been
used to wrap CNT and to increase the dispersibility in water(Badaire et. al., 2005). The
polymer-wrapped nanotubes can be dispersed in a solvent with a considerable concentration.
The excluded volume and electro-static repulsion between polymers can overcome the
intermolecular van der Waals attractions and therefore the polymer-wrapped CNT can
be dispersed in water. Thus it is possible to change the strength of the intermolecular
interaction between nanotubes by using polymer-wrapping and negative or positive charging
of nanotube surface, etc.
Alignment of such CNTs, or rigid-rodlike polymers (rods), with the aid of low
molecular-weight-liquid crystalline molecules is an alternative approach. Indeed
thermotropic(Basu & Iannacchione, 2008; Dierking et.al., 2005; Jayalakshmi & Prasad, 2009;
Lynch & Patrick, 2002; Russell et.al., 2006) as well as lyotropic nematic liquid crystals(Courty
et.al., 2003; Lagerwall et. al., 2007; Schymura et. al., 2009; Weiss et. al., 2006) have been applied
as nematic solvents for the alignment of nanotubes. Anisotropic interactions between the
nanotube and liquid crystal drastically change the alignments and physical properties of the
mixtures. Duran et.al. have observed the nematic-isotopic phase transition temperature (TNI)
is enhanced by the incorporation of a multi-wall CNT within a small composition gap(Duran
et.al., 2005).
In this section, we discuss phase separations in binary mixtures of a low
molecular-weight-liquid crystal and a nanotube, such as CNT. We discuss uniaxial and
biaxial nematic phases.
3.1 Nematic phases in mixtures of a nanotubes and a liquid crystal
We here consider the effect of the anisotropic interaction between a nanotube and a liquid
crystal and that between rods.(Matsuyama, 2010) Depending on the interaction between a
nanotube and a liquid crystal, we can expect various nematic phases. Figure 5 schematically
shows the four nematic phases, defined by using the orientational order parameter (S1) of
a liquid crystal and that (S2) of a nanotube. When the orientational order parameter of one
component is positive, determining a nematic director, and the orientational order parameter
of the second component is negative, we have planer nematic phase, where the second
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(a)
Fig. 5. Schematically illustrated four possible nematic phases. Four nematic phases are
defined using the orientational order parameter S1 of the liquid crystal and that S2 of the
nanotube: the nematic N0 phase with S1 > 0 and S2 > 0, the nematic N1 phase with S1 > 0
and S2 < 0, and the nematic N2 phase with S1 < 0 and S2 > 0. When an external field (E) is
applied along to the z axis for the particles of the dielectric anisotropy ∆ǫ1 < 0 and ∆ǫ2 < 0,
the N3 phase with S1 < 0 and S2 < 0 can appear: the nanotubes and liquid crystals are
randomly oriented on the plane perpendicular to the direction of the external field.
component is randomly oriented within in the perpendicular plane to the nematic director.
The nematic N0 phase shows the nanotube and the liquid crystal are parallel to each other:
S1 > 0 and S2 > 0. The nematic N1 phase is defined as that the nanotube and the liquid crystal
are perpendicular with each other: S1 > 0 and S2 < 0. In this phase, the nematic director (z
axis) can be defined by the orientational direction of the liquid crystals. These perpendicular
alignments can be obtained by modifying the surface of a nanotube, or CNT, with polymers
or surfactants. The nematic N2 phase is defined as the nanotube and the LC are perpendicular
each other with S1 < 0 and S2 > 0. In this phase, the nematic director (z axis) can be defined
by the orientational direction of the nanotube. Biaxial nematic phases are discussed in Section
3.3. When an external field (E) is applied along to the z axis for the particles of the dielectric
anisotropy ∆ǫ1 < 0 and ∆ǫ2 < 0, the N3 phase with S1 < 0 and S2 < 0 may appear, where
the nanotubes and liquid crystals are randomly oriented on the plane perpendicular to the
direction (z axis) of the external field.
3.2 Free energy of nanotube/liquid crystal mixtures
We consider a binarymixture of a liquid crystal of the length L1 and the diameter D1 and and a
nanotube of the length L2 and the diameter D2: L1 < L2. The volume of the liquid crystal and
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that of the nanotube is given by v1 = (π/4)D
2
1L1 and v2 = (π/4)D
2
2L2, respectively. We here
assume D ≡ (D1 = D2). Let ρ1(r,u) and ρ2(r,u) be the number density of the liquid crystals
and the nanotubes with an orientation u (or its solid angle Ω) at a position r, respectively. The
free energy F of the dispersion at the level of second virial approximation is given by Eq. (2).
The volume fraction of liquid crystals is given by φ1 = v1ρ1 and tat of nanotubes φ2 = v2ρ2.
As discussed in Eq. (14), we here consider the incompressible fluids: φ1 + φ2 = 1.
Consider a uniaxial nematic phase, which is spatially uniform but nonuniform for orientation.
Let fi(u) be the distribution function of the particle i(= 1, 2) and then the density can be
expressed as
ρi(r,u) = ci fi(u), (27)
where ci ≡ Ni/V is the average number density of the particle i . The total number N1
of the liquid crystals and N2 of the nanoparticles must be conserved and then we have the
normalization conditions: ∫
ρi(r,u)drdΩ = Ni/V, (28)
where dΩ = 2π sin θdθ for a uniaxial nematic phase.
For the interaction between liquid crystals in Eq. (2), we take the attractive (Maier-Saupe)
interaction:
β11 = −ν1v1P2(cos θ)P2(cos θ′), (29)
where ν1(≡ U1/kBT > 0) and U0 is the anisotropic attractive (Maier-Saupe) interaction
between liquid crystals(Brochard et.al., 1984; Maier & Saupe, 1958). (The subscript symbols
c and r in Eq. (2) are changed to 1 and 2, respectively.) For the interaction between
nanotubes, we here take into account both the attractive interaction and excluded volume
one:(Matsuyama & Kato, 1996)
β22 = 2L
2D|u× u′| − ν2v2P2(cos θ)P2(cos θ′), (30)
where the first term is the excluded volume interaction between nanotubes, or rods,(Onsager,
1949) and the ν2(≡ U2/kBT > 0) is the attractive (Maier-Saupe) interaction between
nanotubes. The interaction between a liquid crystal and a nanoparticle is given by
β12 = −ν12v12P2(cos θ)P2(cos θ′), (31)
where the anisotropic interaction ν12(≡ U12/kBT) between a liquid crystal and a rod can
be positive or negative value. We here assume that the excluded volume interaction of a
liquid crystal can be negligible because the length of liquid crystal is short. The volume
v12 = (π/4)L1L2D is the average excluded volume between a rod and a liquid crystal in
an isotropic phase, Using Eqs. (29), (30), and (31), we can obtain the mixing free energy (15)
for nanotube/liquid crystal mixtures. We here define an interaction parameter between a
nanotube and a liquid crystal:
c12 = ν12/ν1, (32)
which becomes an important parameter in the phase behavior.
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3.3 Phase diagrams of nanotube/liquid crystal mixtures
In this subsection, we show some phase diagrams calculated from the free energy(Matsuyama,
2010).
3.3.1 Uniaxial nematic N0 phase
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 6. Phase diagrams for c12=0 (a), c12=0.3 (b), and c12=0.4(c) with n1 = 2 and n2 = 10.
We first show the phase diagram for c12 = 0 (see Fig. 6(a)), where the excluded volume
interaction between nanotubes only prevails. The solid curve shows the binodal. The red
and blue dotted lines show the first-order NIT line of a liquid crystal and that of a nanotube,
respectively. Above T/T◦NI = 1, the NIT of nanotubes takes place with increasing the
concentration of the nanotube due to the excluded volume interaction between nanotubes,
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and we have the isotropic (I)-nematic (N) phase separation (I+N’), which has been obtained
by Onsager theory(Onsager, 1949) and Flory’s lattice theory(Flory, 1956; 1979). At the low
temperatures of the NIT line (red line) of liquid crystals, we have a nematic (N) phase, where
liquid crystals are in a nematic state but nanotubes are in an isotropic state. We predict
the chimney type phase diagram with a triple point (N+I+N’). Below the triple point, we
have the broad nematic-nematic (N+N’) phase separation. The nematic N phase at lower
concentrations consists of almost pure liquid crystals and the N’ phase are formed by the
orientational ordering of rods. Near T/T◦NI < 1, we have the N+I phase separation.
Figure 6(b) shows the phase diagram for c12 = 0.3. On increasing the coupling constant
c12, the NIT lines shift to higher temperatures and lower concentrations and two NIT curves
appeared in Fig. 6(a) merge. Below the NIT line (blue dotted line), we have a nematic N0
phase, where the rods and the liquid crystals are oriented to be parallel to each other (S1 > 0
and S2 > 0). The width of the biphasic region I+N
′
0 decreases with decreasing temperature.
We find the triple point (N0+I+N
′
0), where the nematic N0, isotropic(I), and nematic N
′
0 phases
simultaneously coexist. The binodal line of the N0 phase shifts to higher concentrations and
that of the N′0 phase shifts to lower concentrations with increasing c12. Below the triple point
we have the phase separation N0+N
′
0, where the two nematic N0 phases with the different
concentrations can coexist.
Figure 6(c) shows the phase diagram for c12 = 0.4. The binodal curve sprits into two
parts: one is the phase separation I+N0 with the lower critical solution temperature
(LCST) at T/T◦NI = 1 and the other is the phase separation N0+N
′
0 with the upper critical
solution temperature (UCST). We have the stable nematic N0 phase between the LCST
and UCST. The length of a nanotube is also important to understand the phase diagrams.
On increasing the length of the nanotube, the biphasic regions are broadened. Such
LCST type phase diagram has been observed in mixtures of a main-chain nematic polyesters
(poly[oxy(chloro-1,4-phenylene)oxycarbonyl][(trifluoromethyl)-1,4-phenylene]carbonyl)(PTFC)
with a nematic liquid crystal (p-azoxyanisole)(PAAd14)(Ratto et.al., 1991). The theory can
qualitatively describe the observed phase diagram.
3.3.2 Uniaxial nematic N1 and N2 phases
When the coupling parameter c12 is negative, we can expect that the nanotubes and liquid
crystals are oriented to be perpendicular with each other.
Figure 7 shows the phase diagram for c12 = −0.2(a) and c12 = −0.5(b). The binodal
line (solid line) is similar to Fig. 6(a), however, the structure of the nematic phases is
different. In Fig. 7(a), the red dotted line at low concentrations shows the first-order nematic
(N1)-isotropic phase transition (1st-N1IT) and the red dotted line at high concentrations shows
the first-order nematic N1-N2 phase transition (N1N2T). The blue broken line corresponds to
the second-order N1-I phase transition (2nd-N1IT), where the orientational order parameters
continuously change. We also find the tricritical point (TCP) at which the 1st-N1IT meets the
2nd-N1IT. The phase diagram shows the three phase coexistence between N1, I and N2 phases
at T/T◦NI ≈ 0.92. Above the triple point, the I+N2 and N1+I phase separations appear. Below
the triple point, we have the N1+N2 phase separation.
On decreasing c12(< 0), the system favors more perpendicular alignment. Figure 7(b) shows
the phase diagram for c12 = −0.5. (Note that the phase diagram is only shown for low
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concentrations.) The two nematic-isotropic phase transitions: 1st-N1IT and 2nd-N1IT, shift
to higher temperatures and pass the binodal line of the isotropic phase in Fig. 7(a). The
2nd-N1IT (blue broken line) appears at lower concentrations than the binodal line and we
have the homogeneous N1 phase. Near T/T
◦
NI = 1, the narrow biphasic region N1+I appears.
Inside the binodal region, we have the 1st-N1IT line (red dotted line). This N1+I phase
separation disappears at TCP. At higher concentrations, the N1+N2 phase separation appears.
The binodal curve of the coexisting N2 phase exists at φ2 ≈ 0.7, although it is not depicted in
this figure. Further decreasing c12(< 0), the 1st-N1IT disappears and we have the 2nd-N1IT
and the 2nd-N1IT temperature increases with increasing φ2.
(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Phase diagrams for c12=-0.2 (a) and c12=-0.5 (b).
Recent experimental studies of multi-wall carbon nanotube(CNT)/nematic liquid crystal
mixtures(Duran et.al., 2005) have observed the NIT temperature of the liquid crystal is
enhanced by the incorporation of CNT within a small composition gap and suggested that
this enhanced NIT temperature phenomenon is attributed to anisotropic alignment of liquid
crystals along the CNT bundles. Our model predicts two kind of phase behavior. When the
CNTs and liquid crystals are parallel, the system shows the first-order isotropic-nematic (N0)
phase transition. On the other hand, if the CNTs and liquid crystals favor to be perpendicular
each other, we have the 1st- and 2nd-N1IT. The appearance of these phase transitions is
strongly effected by the orientational order of nanotubes and liquid crystals.
3.3.3 Effect of external fields
To form a nematic N3 phase, external forces such as electric or magnetic fields will be
important. When the external magnetic or electric field E is applied to the nanotubes and
liquid crystals having a dielectric anisotropy ∆ǫi ≡ ǫ||,i − ǫ⊥,i (i = 1, 2), the free energy
changes due to the external field is given by(de Gennes & Prost, 1993)
a3βFext/V = −φ1β∆ǫ1
∫
(n · E)2 f1(u)dΩ − φ2β∆ǫ2
∫
(l · E)2 f2(u)dΩ (33)
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where n and l are the unit orientation vector of the liquid crystal and the nanotube,
respectively.
(a)
Fig. 8. Phase diagram under an external field for ∆ǫ1 = −1 and ∆ǫ2 = 1, where the liquid
crystals tend to align perpendicular to the electric field E, while the nanotubes tend to
parallel to E.
(a)
Fig. 9. Order parameters S1 and S2 plotted against φ2 at T/T
◦
NI = 0.98 in Fig. 8. We find the
phase transition from the N3 phase with S1 < 0 and S2 < 0 to the N0 phase with S1 > 0 and
S2 > 0.
We here consider the case of ∆ǫ1 < 0 and ∆ǫ2 > 0: the liquid crystals tend to align
perpendicular to the electric field E, while the nanotubes tend to parallel to E. We apply
the external field on Fig. 6(c), where the coupling c12(= 0.4) between the liquid crystal and
nanotube is strong. Figure 8 shows the phase diagram under an external field for ∆ǫ1 = −1
and ∆ǫ2 = 1. The binodal line is broadened, compared with Fig. 6(c). We find the N3
phase at low concentrations of nanotubes, where most liquid crystals tend to perpendicular
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to the eternal field and nanotubes favor to be parallel to liquid crystals because of the strong
coupling c12 even ∆ǫ2 = 1. The blue dotted line shows the 1st-order N3-N0 phase transition.
Figure 9 shows the order parameters plotted against φ2 at T/T
◦
NI = 0.98. We also find the
phase separation between N3 and N0 phases. We emphasize that we can control the four
nematic phases by applying external fields.
3.4 Biaxial nematic ordering in nanotube/liquid crystal mixtures
Biaxial nematic phase has been first theoretically predicted by Freiser(Freiser, 1970). Since
then, it has been the subject of much experimental(Galerne & Marcerou, 1983; Madsen et.
al., 2004; Yu & Saupe, 1980), computational(Biscarini et. al., 1995; Hudson & Larson, 1993),
and theoretical(Alben, 1973; Palffy-Muhoray et. al., 1984; Sharma et. al., 1985; Straley, 1974)
work (see a recent review(Tschierske & Photinos, 2010)). Biaxiality occurs if anisotropic
particles orient along a second axis perpendicular to a main director of the particles(Singh,
2000). Recently it has been experimentally observed a biaxial phase in colloidal dispersions of
boardlike particles(van den Pol et. al., 2009). Such biaxiality is expected significant advantages
in display applications with a fast response.(Luckhurst, 2001)
(a)
Fig. 10. Uniaxial planar nematic phase (N1) and biaxial nematic phase (N1b) in mixtures of a
long nanotube and a short liquid crystal, which favor perpendicular orientations with each
other. Nanotubes on an easy plane induce the additional ordering of nanotubes in the
directionm perpendicular to the director n and yield a biaxial nematic phase N1b.
As discussed in Section 3.1, when the order parameter of one component is positive,
determining the nematic director, and the order parameter of the second component is
negative, we have planar nematic phases (N1 and N2), where the second component is
randomly distributed within the perpendicular plane to the director. In these nematic phases
(N1, N2), we can expect either a uniaxial or a biaxial nematic phase.
Figure 10 schematically shows a novel biaxial nematic in nanotube/liquid crystal mixtures,
where the two components favor a mutually perpendicular orientation.(Matsuyama, 2011)
The mutually perpendicular alignments of nanotubes and liquid crystals can be achieved
by wrapping polymers or surfactants on nanotube’s surface(Badaire et. al., 2005; Zhang &
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Kumar, 2008). To form such mutually perpendicular alignments, the anisotropic interaction
(enthalpy) between a nanotube and a liquid crystal is needed. Moreover, in the planar nematic
N1 phase, on increasing concentration of nanotubes, we can expect that the excluded volume
interaction (entropy) between nanotubes on an easy plane induces the additional ordering of
nanotubes in the direction m (the second "minor" director) perpendicular to the director n
(the first "major" director) of liquid crystals and yields a biaxial nematic phase (N1b). In the
N2 phase, we may have a biaxial nematic phase (N2b), where the additional ordering of liquid
crystals appears in the direction m (minor director) perpendicular to the alignment n (major
director) of nanotubes. Such a biaxiality in mixtures of two types of rodlike molecules has
been first suggested by Alben(Alben, 1973). In this subsection, we introduce phase diagrams
including such biaxial nematic phases. The phase diagrams appeared in Fig. 7 are drastically
changed.
Using the distribution function fi(θ, ϕ) of the component i(= 1, 2), defined by a polar angle θ
and an azimuthal angle ϕ, the biaxial order parameter is given by
∆i =
∫
D(θ, ϕ) fi(θ, ϕ)dΩ, (34)
where D(θ, ϕ) ≡ (√3/2) sin2 θ cos(2ϕ). Using the tensor order parameter
Si,αβ = (3/2)Si(nαnβ − δαβ/3), (35)
(α, β = x, y, z), we have ∆i = Si,yy − Si,xx and Si = Si,zz(Singh, 2000). Here Si,zz describes
alignment of molecules along the z axis (major director), whereas the nonzero value of ∆i
describes ordering along the x or y axis. Using the order parameters, we can define an
isotropic (I) phase with Si = ∆i = 0, a uniaxial N1 phase: S1 > 0, S2 < 0, ∆i = 0, a uniaxial
N2 phase: S1 < 0, S2 > 0, ∆i = 0, a biaxial N1b phase: S1 > 0, S2 < 0, ∆i = 0, and a biaxial
N2b phase: S1 < 0, S2 > 0, ∆i = 0. Using the additional theorem of a spherical harmonics in
Eqs. (29), (30), and (31), we have P2(cosγ) = P2(cos θ)P2(cos θ
′) + D(θ, ϕ)D(θ′, ϕ′) and can
calculate phase separations(Matsuyama, 2011).
Figure 11 shows the phase diagrams numerically calculated for c12 = −0.5 (a) and −0.8 (b).
Black lines show the binodal line. The red (blue) lines show a first (second)-order phase
transition, where the order parameters discontinuously (continuously) change. The biaxial
nematic phase N1b, which includes an unstable biaxial phase, a metastable biaxial, and a stable
biaxial phase , is indicated by the yellow area. In Fig. 11(a), at high temperatures, we have the
phase separation (I+N2) between an isotropic (I) phase at φ2 ≃ 0.14 and a uniaxial N2 phase at
φ2 ≃ 0.63. Such a chimney type’s phase diagram with a coexistence between I and N phases
is induced by the excluded volumes between long rods(Flory, 1956; 1979; Matsuyama & Kato,
1996; Onsager, 1949). Inside the binodal lines, we find the first-order isotropic-biaxial N1b
phase transition at φ2 ≃ 0.22 and the first-order biaxial N1b-uniaxial N2 phase transition at
φ2 ≃ 0.5. Above φ2 ≃ 0.6, we have a stable uniaxial N2 phase. We also find the three phase
coexistence, or triple point (TP), between N1+I+N2 at τ(≡ T/T◦NI) ≃ 0.98. Below the TP, we
have the N1+N2 phase separation. At low concentrations, the N1+I phase separation appears.
The biaxial nematic phase is hidden inside the binodal lines.
Further increasing c12 (Fig. 11(b)), the coupling between a liquid crystal and a nanotube
drastically changes the phase diagram. The biaxial regions shift to lower concentrations and
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 11. Phase diagrams on the temperature (τ ≡ T/T◦NI)-volume fraction (φ2) plane for
c12 = −0.5 (a) and −0.8 (b). The black lines indicate the binodal. The red (blue) lines show a
first (second)-order phase transition, where the order parameters discontinuously
(continuously) change. The biaxial nematic phase N1b, which includes an unstable biaxial
phase, a metastable biaxial, and a stable biaxial phase, is indicated by the yellow area. The
stable biaxial phase N1b appears on (b).
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the thermodynamically stable biaxial N1b phase appears between φ2 ∼ 0.4 and φ2 ∼ 0.6. We
find the phase separations: I+N1b, N1+N1b, I+N1, N1b+N2, and the three phase coexistence
I+N1+N1b at τ ≃ 1.03. Note that the coexistence region (N1b+N2) at φ2 ≃ 0.6 is very narrow.
At low concentrations, the I-N1 phase transition temperature increases with increasing φ2 and
the TP shifts to higher temperatures. Note that the stable biaxial phase N1b appears on (b).
Duran et.al have observed inmultiwall CNT/liquid crystal mixtures that the NIT temperature
of the liquid crystal is enhanced by the incorporation of CNT(Duran et.al., 2005). Our theory
demonstrates that this enhanced NIT temperature phenomena is attributed to anisotropic
coupling between CNTs and liquid crystals. A mutually perpendicular orientation between
rods and LCs can be achieved by wrapping surfactants on nanotube’s surface, like a
Langmuir-Blodgett film with liquid crystals(Barbero & Durand, 1996), where liquid crystals
in contact with the surfactants are oriented by steric interaction with the molecules on rods.
These modifications can change the strength of the interaction parameter ν12 in our model
and give a possibility of a novel biaxial phase in this mixture. The biaxial N2b phase does not
appear on the phase diagrams because the length of liquid crystal is too short to form the N2b
phase.
4. Summary
In this chapter we have reviewed the possible phase separations in mixtures of a nanoparticle
and a liquid crystal, based on the mean field theory. In Section 2, we have introducedmixtures
of a spherical nanoparticle and a liquid crystal. Ferroelectric spherical nanoparticles dispersed
in liquid crystal have a possibility of various phase separations, discussed in this chapter. In
Section 3, we have introduced phase diagrams in mixtures of a nanotube and a liquid crystal.
Novel uniaxial and biaxial nematic phases are theoretically predicted. We also discuss the
effect of external fields in nanotube/liquid crystal mixtures. Phase diagrams introduced in
this chapter have not been experimentally observed yet, however, it will be a challenging
subject from both an experimental and theoretical point of view.
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